[Hemostatic potential during the development of post-mastectomy edema].
The work deals with the study of the mosaic character of the hemostatic potential, connected with the development of a localized pathological process, taking postmastectomy edema in illustration. It is shown that this condition is an example of the manifestation of the RASK system mosaics in one organism in pathology. It should be pointed out that the degree of the development of the local DVS syndrome changes significantly some of the RASK system parameters at the level of the whole organism. This is evidence that normalization of the microcirculatory processes in the edematous extremity will be an important measure in complex treatment of postmastectomy edema. It will considerably lower the risk of general disorders of the RASK system. Parameters determined in the blood collected from the extremity on the side of the operation will serve as controls of the efficacy of the applied therapeutic measures.